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• What this course is about.
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• Topics to be covered.
• Organization of the course: 
o Lectures, demos.
o Assignments, exams, grading policy.



Opinion mining
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• From customer reviews (http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/task5/). 
• From tweets (http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/task4/), FB updates, 

blogs, newspapers, radio/TV broadcasts, … 

http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/task5/
http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/task4/


Moderation Panel
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Hello there try to relax

Go and hang yourself !

You are ignorant and vandal ! Stop it !

Thanks . Please go f#$@ yourself . Ty !

User comment moderation

A moderation panel assists the 
moderators to detect abusive comments, 
and leads to quicker publication of non-

abusive comments.

Highlighting suspicious 
words using an RNN with 

self-attention. 
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J. Pavlopoulos, P. Malakasiotis and I. Androutsopoulos, “Deeper Attention to Abusive User Content 

Moderation”, EMNLP 2017, http://nlp.cs.aueb.gr/pubs/emnlp2017.pdf.

http://nlp.cs.aueb.gr/pubs/emnlp2017.pdf
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Extracting Contract Elements

I. Chalkidis, I. Androutsopoulos and A. Michos, “Extracting Contract Elements”, ICAIL 2017, 
http://nlp.cs.aueb.gr/pubs/icail2017.pdf. 

I. Chalkidis and I. Androutsopoulos, “A Deep Learning Approach to Contract Element 
Extraction”,JURIX 2017, http://nlp.cs.aueb.gr/pubs/jurix2017.pdf.

Extract start/end dates, 
durations, contractors, 

amount, legal references, 
jurisdiction etc. 

http://nlp.cs.aueb.gr/pubs/icail2017.pdf
http://nlp.cs.aueb.gr/pubs/jurix2017.pdf


https://www.microsoft.com/en-
us/research/video/speech-recognition-
breakthrough-for-the-spoken-
translated-word-short/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ru
Ap92wW9bg 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2
OfQdYrHRs 

Machine translation
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https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/video/speech-recognition-breakthrough-for-the-spoken-translated-word-short/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/video/speech-recognition-breakthrough-for-the-spoken-translated-word-short/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/video/speech-recognition-breakthrough-for-the-spoken-translated-word-short/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/video/speech-recognition-breakthrough-for-the-spoken-translated-word-short/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RuAp92wW9bg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RuAp92wW9bg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2OfQdYrHRs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2OfQdYrHRs


IR/QA for Document Collections
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D. Pappas, P. Stavropoulos and I. Androutsopoulos, “AUEB-NLP at BioASQ 8: Biomedical Document and Snippet 

Retrieval”. Proceedings of the 8th BioASQ workshop at CLEF 2020. http://nlp.cs.aueb.gr/publications.html 

http://nlp.cs.aueb.gr/publications.html


Dialogue Systems
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9https://chat.openai.com/ 

https://chat.openai.com/


• Natural Language Processing (NLP):
o Usually considered a sub-field of Artificial Intelligence.
o Algorithms, models, systems to “understand” or generate

mostly written natural language.
• Computational Linguistics:

o Also mostly about written NL, originally more emphasis on 
computational linguistic theories, but now in effect a synonym of 
NLP, and (like NLP) probably closer to CS than linguistics.

o The Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) organizes 
the top NLP conferences and publishes the top journals.

• (Human) Language Technology/Engineering:
o Less established term, often includes speech processing, more 

emphasis on systems/engineering.
• Text (and Speech) Analytics:

o Business term, usually meaning information extraction, sentiment 
analysis, opinion mining.

Many related terms
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• U1: Introduction, n-gram language models, context-aware 

spelling correction, text generation with beam-search.

• U2&3: Text classification with (mostly) linear classifiers.

• U4&5: Text classification with MLPs.

• U6&7: NLP with RNNs (incl. token classification, 

translation).

• U8&9: NLP with CNNs and Transformers.

• U10: Speech recognition and dialogue systems (?).

Course units (~1 unit/week)
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Lectures, demos, assignments
• 10 lectures/demos (3 hours/week):
o Lectures (key ideas, theory). Slides, study 

exercises (most solved), references provided.
o Demos: in ~5 weeks, the last hour will be a mini-

lab of related tools (e.g., NLTK, spaCy, scikit-
learn, Tensorflow/Keras). Code examples.

• Assignments (50% if exam ≥ 5, else 0%): 
o Some of the unsolved exercises (probably 4 or 5, 

most requiring programming) to be handed in.
• Final exam (50% if exam ≥ 5, else 100%).
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Recommended books
• NLP textbooks (optional):

– Speech and Language Processing by D. Jurafsky and 
J.H. Martin, 2η edition, Pearson, 2009. (Available at AUEB’s 
library. Draft 3rd edition: http://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3)

– Neural Network Models for Natural Language 
Processing, by Y. Goldberg, Morgan & Claypool, 2017. 
(Available at AUEB’s library.)

– Introduction to Natural Language Processing by J. 
Eisenstein, MIT Press, 2019. (Free draft: 
https://github.com/jacobeisenstein/gt-nlp-
class/blob/master/notes/eisenstein-nlp-notes.pdf)

http://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3
https://github.com/jacobeisenstein/gt-nlp-class/blob/master/notes/eisenstein-nlp-notes.pdf
https://github.com/jacobeisenstein/gt-nlp-class/blob/master/notes/eisenstein-nlp-notes.pdf
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Recommended books
• Older but still useful NLP/IR textbooks (optional):

– Foundations of Statistical Natural Language Processing
by C.D. Manning and H. Schutze, MIT Press, 1999.
(Available at AUEB’s library.)

– An Introduction to Information Retrieval by C.D. Manning, 
P. Raghavan and H. Schütze, Cambridge University Press, 
2008. (Freely available from: http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-
book/information-retrieval-book.html.)

http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/information-retrieval-book.html
http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/information-retrieval-book.html
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Recommended books
• DL textbooks (optional):

– Deep Learning in Python, by F. Chollet, Manning 
Publications, 2nd edition, 2021. (Free 1st edition: 
https://www.manning.com/books/deep-learning-with-python. But 
2nd edition highly recommended.)

– Understanding Deep Learning, by S.J.D. Prince, MIT 
Press (in press). (Free pre-print: 
https://udlbook.github.io/udlbook/)

– Introduction to Deep Learning, by E. Charniak, MIT 
Press, 2019. (Available at AUEB’s library.)

– Dive into Deep Learning, by Zhang et al. (Freely 
available: https://d2l.ai/)

https://www.manning.com/books/deep-learning-with-python
https://udlbook.github.io/udlbook/
https://d2l.ai/

